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ecember. Osaka. Every word a world. Damp, cold, each
building wrapped in it. Evening. Far off where the outlines of the city have disappeared, red yellow white lights
burn unsteadily like vacillating fires on a well of black ice. A fine
mist of rain sinks on the grey buildings, and the unmoving silver
plane has become grey, too, as we move away. Some speak, but all
words fade as we walk further into the land. Osaka. December.
Mina wa tsukarete iru desho. No. Yes. Irresolute, weary. Rest for
tomorrow, then after? Kochira no ho e kite itadakimasu ka? We
strain through the sounds: people swarm through the huge lobby,
directionless. Light is dissipated through the windows-the windowpanes are hard: two branches knock against one. Inside, aimless echoes of souls shift and turn around us; we wait, we move
into the harsh winter again.
Two days after. Steel-grey water ahead. The boat rolls, now and
again slaps the waves, sometimes rocks. Though land behind and
before has ceased in the drizzling haze, to the right is Awaji. The
island is black: the forest slides by, billowing in the dark; the
town caught on the edge of the sea is charcoal-room lights fl u tter like moths around dusk. Even light from the passenger room
seems uncertain and on the walkway people come to huddle, smell
the sodden air, and leave.
rain; colder on the ferry far from home

long trailing wake

We watch the wisps of white on the caps of waves.
Two are left now. Our hands push against the window; one
platform down, some others enter another train. TakamatsuKochi, Takamatsu-Tokushima, and others have stayed here. The
engine shudders, then the train eases out toward Matsuyama.
There is some blue in the sky. An ivy climbs the left wall-some
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tendrils disappear into shadow. Water-streaked buildings fuse,
faces blur within and without, movement stretches the country
into one color; only the sea stands clear. Some men are casting
nets through which the water runs.
Ever in motion : cold men and women at night, bundled in
grey coats, lustreless. The streets are confused, always people walking one way or another; between the streetlamps, shadows. Only
one dog under one light searches the faces of passersby. Occasionally a car sends a sheet of water from the street to the sidewalk.
Trees with tightly clipped branches line the fronts of buildings.
Not far from the station : above, a white, aluminum sign with
words we know but cannot yet read; below, unpainted wood. The
en trance is open.

He

and I are on the seashore. Two roofless dressing stalls are
covered with umbrellas. Laughter beyond; there is excitement
here, too. Towels lie on the wet sand, cold seeps from the concrete walls, against the chill and empty sound of drops we dress in
white. The ocean murmurs. Outside again. Others, smiling, have
newly come from the train station; all move toward the undulating sea washing heavily onto the sand. Behind, the train rumbles,
a line of lights moves out and fades. All pause where the water
falls back; two continue, stop, steady themselves against the rise
and ebb of water, and face the shore.
New Year's Day;
in the rain between the waves
I baptize him
and we have found the fire in the cold .

